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The origin of human cumulative culture is commonly envisioned as the appear-
ance (some 2.0–2.5 million years ago) of a capacity to faithfully copy the know-
how that underpins socially learned traditions. While certainly plausible, this
story faces a steep ‘startup problem’. For example, it presumes that ape-like
early Homo possessed specialized cognitive capabilities for faithful know-how
copying and that early toolmaking actually required such a capacity. The
social protocell hypothesis provides a leaner story, where cumulative culture
may have originated even earlier—as cumulative systemsof non-cumulative tra-
ditions (’institutions’ and ‘cultural lifestyles’), via an emergent group-level
channel of cultural inheritance. This channel emerges asa side-effect of a specific
but in itself unremarkable suite of social group behaviours. It is independent of
faithful know-how copying, and an ancestral version is argued to persist in Pan
today.Hominin cultural lifestyleswould therebyhavegained in complexityand
sophistication, eventually becoming independent units of selection (socionts)
via a cultural evolutionary transition in individuality, abstractly similar to the
origin of early cells.We here explore this hypothesis by simulating its basic pre-
mises. The model produces the expected behaviour and reveals several
additional and non-trivial phenomena as fodder for future work.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Human socio-cultural evolution in
light of evolutionary transitions’.

1. Introduction
It has long been observed that social learning brings a potential for natural selec-
tion to act directly on cognitive and behavioural patterns rather than via the
genetic basis of their neural substrate [1–4]. This Darwinian potential of culture
points to a possible ‘dual-inheritance’ avenue for a transition from animal behav-
iour to human culture, via coevolution between biological and cultural units of
selection. ‘Animal cultures’ play a central role in this story as an ancestral type
of state where social learning gives rise to lineages of behaviour (traditions)
that spread and persist in social networks across several generations.

However, while clearly ancestral, animal culture as such does not lead to
something like human culture. To the contrary, animal culture has turned out
to be a widespread and presumably ancient phenomenon (e.g. [5–7]). It was
only in Homo that animal culture went on to transcend what otherwise amounts
to a modest and dead-end extension of social learning with, at most, marginal
Darwinian qualities [8].

Animal traditionsmayspreadandpersist, but ingeneral theywill not improve,
and they will not become more complex over time [9–11]. Human culture, by
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contrast, undergoes open-ended cumulative evolution [12–15]
whereby cultural know-how1 may be refined, inter-linked
and expanded, seemingly indefinitely. The explanatory
burden therebymoves to the question of why and how cultural
evolution went so much further specifically in our ancestors.
How did human culture become open-endedly cumulative?

The hottest lead for what could have set our ancestors
apart has for some time been the observation that animal
social learning is very poor at preserving the actual know-
how behind the functions that traditions serve (e.g. [12,15]).
Animal social learning is more about being directed to worth-
while objects of independent learning than it is about
copying particular actions being performed (e.g. [12,17]).
Clearly, if the underlying behavioural patterns are not even
retained, variants of them cannot undergo selection, and
cumulative cultural evolution cannot happen. We seem to
need a capacity for faithful copying of know-how to get
cumulative culture.

But when, how and why did such a capacity arise and
prevail in Homo, and only in Homo? This is not an easy ques-
tion. Even if cumulative culture is highly adaptive, a closer
look at its preconditions reveals that there is a startup pro-
blem here. Many pieces must be in place before faithful
copying can become even minimally effective as an inheri-
tance system, and it is far from clear why primitive and
pre-effective forms of such a capacity would be selected for
(see e.g. [15,18]). Basically, if you are not already very good
at copying solutions to problems, just coming up with a sol-
ution yourself will usually be the better option. And even if
you are good at copying, re-inventing the solution will seam-
lessly adapt it to any contingent variations in the setting
where it is to be used, which copying will not, so re-invention
is also the more robust option.

Placing a definite date on the appearance of this capacity is
also hard.Manywould place it somewhere around 1.8–2.6 Ma,
at the roots of tool-aided cooperative big game carnivory, and
of a thenceforth contiguous archaeological record. Things
clearly begin to change around this time, and by the end of
this timespan we see a dramatic range expansion, evidencing
an improved capacity to thrive in many types of habitats, plau-
sibly associated with the advent of culturally enabled active
hunting (e.g. [19,20]). It would seem that this ‘Oldowan con-
text’ was where our ancestors decisively began to diverge
from a behavioural range we would normally expect from
great apes, and it seems fair to guess that culture had
something to do with this.

However, attributing faithful copying to early Homo may
be harder than widely assumed. To the extent that brain
organization and relative size had changed at all at this
time (e.g. [21,22]), it was in any case not by much, and the
actual behaviour evidenced in Oldowan tool technology has
been argued to provide weaker evidence for know-how copy-
ing and cumulative evolution than has commonly been
believed (e.g. [16,23,24]). While the jury is still out on these
questions (see e.g. [25,26]), it seems prudent to be conserva-
tive when assuming the presence of sophisticated cognitive
features in the Oldowan toolmakers.

Unambiguous evidence of faithful copying of know-how
in social learning materializes only as late as around half a
million years ago (e.g. [16,24,27–30]). However, concluding
that this was when Homo moved from being just another
great ape is less than satisfying: first, since it seems to rob
cumulative culture of most of its explanatory power with
respect to human evolution up to that point; second, because
something related to the transition from animal to human cul-
ture did seem to happen in this Oldowan context. But if this
‘something’was not faithful copying via social learning, what
else could it possibly have been?

The Social Protocell Hypothesis (SPH; [31–33]) ventures
the proposition that cumulative cultural evolution may
indeed have arisen in this early Homo context, or even in
association with considerably earlier hominin carnivory (see
e.g. [34,35]), but that it would have happened in a radically
different way from what is usually believed. The proposition
is that it all started via an overlooked type of group-level cul-
tural inheritance that emerges as a fortuitous side-effect of
animal culture combined with a certain type of social group
behaviour (i.e. the social protocell).

Cultural evolution on this level would have led to cumu-
lative integrated systems of animal traditions,2 functionally
linked into what we may call primitive institutions and cul-
tural lifestyles.3 Their adaptive affordances would be much
broader than for stand-alone traditions (see also [36,38,39]).
While not permitting sophisticated tools and techniques,
institutions would allow complex spatially, temporally and
socially distributed systems of simpler practices to emerge
around important resources, such as big game carnivory.

On this level, the know-how that must be faithfully
copied resides not in the traditions themselves, but in their
structure as institutional systems. The copying process is
based on the splitting of social communities, and is, thereby,
independent from sophisticated forms of social learning. The
social protocell thereby solves the startup problem without
the need to assume the presence of sophisticated cognitive
and psychological adaptations in ape-like ancestors. Indeed,
the social protocell is argued to be ancient, and active also
in present-day Pan. The reason why it gave rise to ‘open-
ended’ cumulative culture [40] only in Homo is argued to
be differences in ecological settings, more specifically the
presence of large vertebrate carcasses.

Solving thisgroup-level versionof the startupproblemmore-
over paves the way for a later solution of the original startup
problem, in an institutionally structured cultural environment,
by large-brained forms of Homo, where pre-adaptations for the
modern human suite of cognitive and meta-cognitive capabili-
ties for copying and processing culture (see e.g. [41–43]) are
considerably easier to imagine (see also [33]).

The SPH follows a familiar evolutionary pathway that is
widely considered to have been responsible for most or
even all other unequivocal gains in adaptive complexity in
natural history (e.g. [44–46]), namely an evolutionary tran-
sition in individuality (ETI; see [44,47–53]), where a new
group-level unit of selection (or ‘evolutionary individual’)
arises. In this case, the new unit of selection (termed a
‘sociont’) would consist of integrated and adapted cultural
lifestyles, coextensive with (but not identical to) the social
limits of underpinning hominin communities (based on
face-to-face contacts, and congruous with Pan communities
today; e.g. [54–56]). While not the first proposition that an
ETI (in some shape or form) is responsible for the evolution
of our unusual species (see e.g. [57] for a review, as well as
other contributions to this issue, e.g. [11,58–60]), the SPH
applies the concepts and theory of ETI in some detail,
enabling thereby a sustained inquiry, guided by specific
interpretations of which entities, levels, relations and
processes are proposed to be at work.



The biological protocell physically
encloses species of RNA proto-
genes via a lipid membrane
vesicle that is generated as a
metabolic by-product. Genes
cannot pass the membrane, but
smaller molecules can.

The social protocell encloses 
animal-style traditions via a social 
community. The social links across 
which traditions spread are strong 
and frequent within but not 
between communities.

The contained proto-genes 
produce lipids, which enter the 
membrane, causing the vesicle to 
expand. Growth makes the 
vesicle unstable and increases the 
rate of spontaneous fission.

As the community grows, its 
constituting social network 
becomes less resilient to conflict. 
Two sub-groups coalesce, and the 
community fissions roughly 
symmetrically as they begin 
treating each other as out-group.

The daughter protocells subdivide 
the contents of the parent, 
including self-replicating proto-
genes, creating two copies of the 
parent protocell. These contain 
statistically similar distributions 
of proto-genes.

Dividing the community is to 
divide the underpinning social 
network. If traditions are 
widespread within the 
community, both offspring 
networks will contain similar 
groups of traditions.

1

2

3

Figure 1. Following Andersson & Törnberg [31] the SPH proposes that social communities impose a group-level lifecycle on collections of traditions and serve the
role that lipid membranes do for the biotic protocell. We compare idealized renditions of biotic protocells with their proposed social counterparts.
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We here implement a model that simulates the ETI
proposed by the SPH. The question that we pose is, first,
whether cumulative cultural evolution on the level of
institutions can be demonstrated to robustly appear in a
model built to represent the basic entities and mechanisms
of the social protocell. Second, we ask whether we can demon-
strate some aspect of ‘evolution of evolutionary individuality’
[32], as a proof-of-principle that a cultural ETI is plausible.
Third, we ask whether we can demonstrate coevolution
between agent and sociont, as the latter emerges as a cultural
unit of selection. We will first introduce the SPH and move
then to describe the simulation model before we present the
results and discuss their implications. The model is described
in more detail in supplementary material, appendix SA, and a
range of additional runs to test the robustness of the model
and chart out further possibilities are presented in supplemen-
tary material, appendix SB. See also movies depicting the
simulated dynamics at https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
and https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s. We begin with a
brief outline of the SPH, referring readers to Andersson &
Törnberg [31], Davison et al. [32] and Andersson & Tennie
[33] for more in-depth accounts.

2. The social protocell hypothesis
The term ‘social protocell’ draws a direct parallel with the
specific ‘egalitarian’ ETI [61] believed to be responsible for
the emergence of cellular life [62–68]. The biotic protocell
describes the settings believed to have produced an ETI
from proto-genes to simple cells, while the SPH proposes
that a ‘social protocell’ became the origin of human culture
via the re-appearance of the same abstract entities and
relations in a substrate that hardly could have been more
different. In both cases, the idea is that a combination of
independently explainable adaptations and circumstances
coincided to impart a group-level lifecycle via compartmenta-
lization, reproduction, and relatively faithful inheritance of
adapted systems of lower-level units (figure 1).

The protocell could be described in general as a coinci-
dental (and thereby suitable for explaining origins, e.g. [51])
‘pump’ for group selection, providing mechanisms for
alignment of fitness between the contained lower-level units,
and for group-level unit reproduction with inheritance of
co-adapted combinations between such units.

Alignment of fitness interests (see e.g. [69–71]) results as
lower-level units are maintained in proximity, linking thereby
their longer-term evolutionary fates (figure 1). ‘Cheating’
lower-level units will be then be more likely to suffer
longer-term negative consequences of undermining group-
level traits, and to receive benefits from sticking to the
cooperative arrangement (‘boomerang factors’, see e.g. [72]).
This ‘slows down’ selection on the lower level, leaving
space for group-level traits to evolve. Traditions also seem
unlikely to be efficient targets of lower-level selection to
begin with. For example, while it is easy to see how hominins
may readily cheat in a cooperative setting, there would seem
to be fewer ways (albeit not impossible)4 for traditions to
benefit from cheating on institutions. We will not focus on
this effect here but assume (at the risk of being wrong,) that
the wiggle-room for cheating traditions is sufficiently con-
strained for adaptive group-level institutions to be possible.

Protocell inheritance is very simple in principle. It follows
directly from the expected outcome of splitting a ‘parent’ mix
of entities in half being that the two ‘daughter’ mixes will
have the same composition in a statistical sense (figure 1).
If the traditions maintained in a fissioning community are

https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s
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mastered by a sizeable proportion of its members, and
the split is reasonably close to symmetric, we may quite
robustly expect that cultural life in the daughter communities
will be similar to cultural life in the parent community. So,
if some cultural lifestyles cause an elevated rate of growth
and splitting, we may expect to see natural selection of
more successful variants, at the expense of less successful
variant lifestyles.

Simply by the law of large numbers, this inheritance
channel may have a reasonably high fidelity, also in the
absence of dedicated mechanisms adapted for improving
fidelity, and so, at least some degree of cumulative evolution
may result on this level. Notably, this does not require that
cultural know-how gets copied (let alone with high fidelity)
in social learning. As long as the functions of the traditions
remain stable (which does not appear to be a very strong
assumption; see [74,75]), systems of such functions may be
seen as an emergent type of institutional know-how that can
be inherited (see also [33]).

The social protocell goes beyond and complements
‘standard’ cultural group selection (e.g. [36,37,76,77]) by
accounting for a possible origin of cultural group selection,
by being explicit about processes, units, levels and inter-
actions (see e.g. [78]), and, not least, by accounting for how
cultural group selection could also have been a bootstrapping
process. The prediction that the social protocell may have
led to an ETI is based on the potential that group-level
selection may act on features that enable further group
selection (i.e. ‘evolution of evolutionary individuality’, see
e.g. [32,48,79,80]5, such as via the fidelity of inheritance,
mechanisms against cheating, and so on).

In other words, while the group-selection-inducing
functions of the social protocell start out as non-cultural and
coincidental, they may (like those of the initially by-product
cell membrane in the biotic case) later come under the
group selection that they themselves cause, and they may
be expanded with additional such functions. The outcome
is proposed to be the sociont, as a new cultural unit of selec-
tion whose formerly independent components (traditions)
become integrated as mere components of an adaptive
cultural whole. Notably, the SPH is not about group selection
and integration of hominins6 but about group selection and
integration of traditions. The envisioned evolutionary role
of Homo is in an obligate mutualistic partnership, with the
sociont as an emerging cultural unit of selection.

Finally, a note on the origin of the combined traditional
activities that we propose could be inherited and selected
via the social protocell. Thompson et al. [35] proposed that
the roots of human carnivory are not necessarily an activity
that resembles the pursuit of small vertebrates seen in great
apes today (in particular in chimpanzees). On the basis of
several lines of evidence, they argue that a pursuit of
inside-bone resources, in large bones left behind at predator
kill sites, using percussion with locally available rocks, is a
more likely starting point. Once established we can imagine
that an incipient practice of this sort could be expanded
with mutually supporting sub-practices, having to do, for
example, with processing, finding and securing access to
carcasses, the production and use of tools, and so on.

The state of such a proto-institution could undergo histori-
cally path-dependent change if the young tended to follow the
older individuals, encountering established sequences of pro-
blems and opportunities, to reproduce variations appearing
in the combined practice. Even if some practice with this func-
tion would be likely to appear spontaneously given the
presence of the resource (not a culture-dependent trait; see
[17]), particular variants of such a practice, maintained in par-
ticular lineages of communities, may still be highly unlikely
to do so. Thereby, if some such persistent variant provided
higher, or more secure, returns, the benefit provided to the
hominin community could cause it to spread if this caused
the community to grow and divide move frequently.

Initially, such a practice may have been similar in style to
cultural chimpanzee practices today, for example, nut crack-
ing. The difference would be that the utilization of large
animal carcasses can be taken much further with positive
returns to investment in sophisticated behaviour. Large ani-
mals are also more effective than small animals in this role.
Since a large vertebrate carcass is not monopolizable, its
returns will be provided to a wide circle of individuals
within the social group, without the need to invoke active
sharing (e.g. via ‘tolerated theft’, see [81,82]).
3. The model
The model is an agent-based implementation of the SPH in
terms of its components of hominins, group behaviour,
social learning and ecological competition for resources and
space. See supplementary material, appendix SA for a more
in-depth specification of the model. The model has the
following entities:

— Agents.Agents are born into the social communities of their
parents. They go through a lifecycle during which they
learn, apply their knowledge, serve as role models for
other agents’ learning, harvest resources, defend their terri-
tory, reproduce, and, finally, die. They have a rank that is
determined by lifetime success in obtaining resources.

— Traditions. Types of traditions (for specific functions) are
referred to as loci, while instances of loci (possessed by
agents) are referred to as alleles.7 New loci are invented sto-
chastically. Loci are either directed at a specific external
function (such as accessing a resource) or at improving the
functionofanother tradition.Werefer to theseasapexand com-
ponent loci, respectively. Loci, thereby, may be dependent on
other loci, representing activities that demand effects of
other activities (figure 2, top row). Possessing tradition alleles
is costly, and they are socially learned within the community.

— Institutions.Dependencies between loci produce hierarchical
networks of functions and sub-functions, and an apex locus
may have under itself several hierarchical levels of subordi-
nated component loci. For example, if the apex locus
represents carnivory, then its tree of dependent component
loci represents the distinct sub-activities that constitute that
specific cultural strategy for carnivory. Such a tree represents
an institution (figure 2, top row), and its efficiency in per-
forming its apex tradition is a function of the complexity
of the tree (i.e. the number of tradition loci in the hierarchy).
The topology of the tree is fitness-neutral in this setup. The
special case of an apex locus without components corre-
sponds to an animal-style tradition and is the evolutionary
starting point of institutions.

— Communities and territories. A community is a social net-
work of amicable links between agents that collectively
defends a territory, and which may split roughly in half



territory of a
community with
elevated efficiency is
near the agent
population threshold
of undergoing fission

next update, the
threshold is
exceeded and fission
has occurred 

five updates later, the
shapes of the new
communities and their
neighbourhoods have
begun to relax and ease
into the overall pattern

apex locus

component locus

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Top row: visualized simulated institutions of increasing complexity.
The green node is an apex locus with an external function, and the grey
nodes are component loci with internal function subordinated to the function
of the apex locus. The complexity classes (mapped to fitness via a fitness
function specific to types of apex loci) are, from left to right: 3, 11 and
24. The topology of the network of component loci does not affect fitness
in the model as used here. Bottom row: community undergoing fission in
a field of communities during a simulation.
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when internal conflicts spiral out of control (see [56,83–85]).
This is the only agency attributed directly to the commu-
nity, which otherwise serves as an arena within which
agents can be assumed to be in social and physical proxi-
mity. For example, the effects and learning opportunities
of traditions expressed by agents are available to other
agents and traditions within the community, but not out-
side it. While this strict isolation between communities is
an idealization whose effects should be relaxed and inves-
tigated, there are reasons to believe that while cultural
ideas surely did cross community boundaries, the spread
was probably limited without strong and persistent social
links between communities (see [31] and references
therein). Moreover, the biotic protocell has been found to
be robust to, and even benefit from, moderate mixing of
heritable material (via fusion) [86].

— Land. Land is modelled as a regular grid of geographical
cells. Each community controls a contiguous territory
consisting of such cells, with collective monopoly on all
resources present in it (figure 2, bottom row).

— Resources and customized effects of culture. Resources are
homogeneous across land and are characterized first by
their size and degree of monopolizability, and second
by an ‘access function’ that maps the complexity of the
access strategy (apex locus of an institution) to a degree
of access (efficiency). Generally, the more complex the
strategy, the more of the resource can be accessed. How-
ever, in most cases, agents face decreasing returns to
complexity.8 Customized functions with specific effects
may also be targeted by apex loci and thereby by insti-
tutions, for example, in this study, affecting the rate at
which agents learn from other agents.

The main update process updates the model state in syn-
chronous timesteps by running the following sub-processes.
Rates of all processes are scaled to a time resolution par-
ameter that determines how many updates are made per
unit time (called a ‘year’):
— Culture. All agents express their tradition alleles and pay the
associated cost. A counter of expressions of the different loci
is maintained for each community. Institutions are then
resolved by ‘populating’ each expressed apex allele with
expressions of conditioning alleles in their trees of
component loci (figure 2, top row), subtracting from the
expression counter for each tradition expression used.
Apex alleles for which expressions of all loci in their tree
were secured count as a successful performance of the insti-
tutional structure and invokes its function.9 The effect
of a successful institutional performance (e.g. harvested
resources, or modified agent features) applies to the agent
that performed its apex allele, but see alsoHarvesting below.

— Harvesting. Each agent goes about accessing resources
armedwith the efficiency gained by expressing apex alleles
(see Culture above). The efficiency without cultural help
need not be zero since the access function may return an
access larger than zero for a complexity of zero (opportu-
nistic resources, independent learning, etc.). The gain in
energy accrues first to the agent expressing the apex
allele, but if the resource is not fully monopolizable, all
other agents in the community will also obtain a share
(e.g. as ‘tolerated theft’ [81,82,87]).

— Social learning. Each expression of an allele is also an oppor-
tunity for social learning. Agents lacking an allele for a locus
that is expressed in the community have a likelihood of
learning (gaining an allele) that applies once each time an
allele of that locus is expressed by another agent. The learn-
ing likelihood associated with each expression may also be
biased by the rank of the agent expressing it, and by the rela-
tive density of its expression in the community.

— Territoriality. Territorial defence is collective andmodelled as
an ongoing conflict in all perimeter cells. Community
strength is simply the population count (over a threshold
age). Perimeter cell strength is obtained by abating the com-
munitystrength fromthegeometric centreof the community
radially outward. Each update, it is determined stochasti-
cally whether perimeter cells change owners depending on
the local balance of power. Unoccupied cells have a low
basic power, representing non-hominin-related risks.

— Community lifecycle. Communities exceeding a threshold
size split into two daughter communities, with half the
territory and half the population going to each. Agents
bring along their cultural knowledge. If a community
dips below threshold territory or population size, it dis-
perses. Its territory then turns into unoccupied cells,
destroying all its remaining agents.10

— Agent dynamics. In each agent, energy gained is used toward
a fixed cost of living, costs for expressing tradition alleles in
its possession, and, if activated, cost for increased innate cog-
nitive capacity. The surplus goes to an individual
reproduction buffer. Agents reproduce when this buffer
exceeds a threshold level. When an agent reproduces, a
mate is picked at random in the population for sexual gen-
etic crossover. Genetic information in agents is, however,
used only in one of the setups (see below). Otherwise
agents are identical. Agents die at a rate that is a function
of age and energy level.

The model is seeded with a single centrally placed com-
munity of agents, equipped with no cultural knowledge.
Without competition the community grows and splits cycli-
cally until the configuration is filled with territories near a



initial spread of communities with
complexity class 0 (green) across
an empty configuration (olive
green)

selective sweep where
communities with complexity class
1 (red) outcompete communities
with complexity class 0 (green)

selective sweep where
communities with complexity
class 2 (blue) outcompete
communities with complexity
class 1 (red)

selective sweep where
communities with complexity
class 3 (purple) outcompete
communities with complexity
class 2 (blue) 

Figure 3. Examples of spatial configurations of community territories during
a run using the BASE scenario. Olive green lacunas between territories are
territories of communities that have dispersed under pressure. Note how
the equilibrium size of communities decreases over time as efficiency of
land use increases in higher complexity classes.
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competitive equilibrium.11 If traditions appear that increase
the efficiency of agents in some territory, its equilibrium
population density increases, causing it to grow at the
expense of neighbouring communities (figure 2, bottom
row; see also movies at https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
and https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s).

Two kinds of resources are used in our setup. One is a ‘basic
resource’which integrates a variety of opportunistic and highly
monopolizable resources that can be efficiently foraged with-
out socially learned strategies. There is a slight improvement
gained by targeting it with cultural strategies, but it quickly
levels off. The other resource is a model of large animal car-
casses. These may not be effectively monopolized, and they
may be accessed onlywith the aid of socially learned strategies.
Moreover, the ceiling of how much there is to gain by using
more complex cultural strategies is very high. Implicit func-
tions of component loci in an institution targeting this
resource should be thought of as representing hierarchies
of sub-functions. For example, finding, transporting and
processing tool raw materials, or obtaining, protecting, trans-
porting, processing, distributing and storing the resource.

This latter resource is the centre of our focus. Andersson &
Törnberg [31] argue that large game carnivory, which began
even before the production of sharp stone flakes (the Oldowan
industry, beginning ca 2.6 Ma [88]), and went on to become the
centerpiece of the lifestyle ofHomo, completes the social proto-
cell by providing an open-ended ‘project’ for cultural
specialization that can drive the evolution of more and more
complex cultural systems (an IGUT: important, generative
and universal tradition; see [31]).12

We refer to this resource as IGUT/carnivory. Entry-level
access to this resource (lone apex locus without dependen-
cies) may be interpreted as a pre-Oldowan exploitation
using very simple technology, achievable by a generalized
great ape, such as unmodified rocks or bones used for break-
ing large limb bones (that other animals cannot break open)
to access marrow [34]. Once focused on exploiting uncon-
tested remains at predator kill sites, there is a natural path
toward obtaining earlier and earlier access to the carcass,
with more and more soft tissues left, carrying over to active
hunting. Doing so would present the hominins with a
ladder of more and more complex situations, with rewards
but also new challenges at each step. The Oldowan could
then signify the step on this ladder where access to soft out-
side-bone tissues (requiring cutting implements) was gained.
We model this by letting extraction efficiency increase
steadily as a function of the complexity of the institution.

The fidelity of the heredity process (see Social protocell and
figure 1) is conceptualized as the likelihood that alleles of all
used cultural loci in a parent community survive the formation
of a daughter community following a split. It is measured as
the frequency with which daughter communities in a split do
not experience a decrease in complexity class. When we say a
community is in a certain complexity class, we refer to the
maximum complexity (number of loci in the tree; figure 2,
top row) at which a high and stable proportion of its
inhabitants successfully perform institutions.
4. Results
The exploration begins in a base configuration (BASE) from the
standpoint of which we take further exploratory steps where
parameters are varied, and features are added. In electronic
supplementary material, appendix SB we perform a stability
analysis, where the full set of parameters are varied and dis-
cussed to verify that the BASE case is representative for the
behaviour of the model.

Figure 3 illustrates the visual appearance of the simulated
dynamics; see also movies at https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_
vQM and https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s. The population
of a community whose agents are better at extracting resources
than neighbours will grow. This increases the community’s
perimeter cells’ strength, also causing its territory to grow.
More resources are thereby provided, which stimulates further
growth, while the area of weaker neighbours shrinks, placing
them under pressure as their resource base dwindles. If they
are unable to sustain their population, they are eventually
pushed below the population threshold anddisperse. The evol-
utionary dynamic is driven by the increases in efficiency,
conveyed by more complex variants of IGUT/
carnivory institutions. As a community’s population grows it
will eventually split, and the institutions that caused the
growth will tend to survive these splits, causing successful
variants to spread via ‘demic diffusion’ (see e.g. [89–91]).

In figure 4a we observe averages formed over many his-
tories produced by the model. We see how more and more
complex institutions targeting the IGUT resource arise and
out-compete incumbent populations of lower complexity
classes (since the topology of the institution does not affect fit-
ness, it is sufficient to refer to complexity classes; see §3 The
model and figure 2, top row.) The replacement is rapid initially

https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s
https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s
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but gradually slows down as higher and higher complexity
classes are reached. In figure 4b,c we observe the evolution
of, respectively, average complexity class and harvesting effi-
ciency over time, which indicates that sociont complexity
here evolves toward an asymptote.

Complexity, as we see, does not go on increasing indefi-
nitely. Something punishes the higher complexity classes
and that ‘something’ is cultural losses in social protocell
inheritance. The more complex the transmitted institution
gets, the more cultural loci must be continually learned by
new generations, which increases the likelihood that some
locus will become rare and go missing in a reproduction
event (figure 1). This is maladaptive since losing the prevail-
ing carnivory institution infallibly leads to the demise of the
community and its supported sociont.13

Figure 5 shows how themeasured fidelity of sociont inheri-
tance decreases dramatically at a point that corresponds well
with the value around complexity class 5, where the average
complexity asymptote seems to be in the BASE scenario
(figure 4). Communities in complexity class 4 reproduce at vir-
tually no rate of loss while communities of complexity class 5
will suffer a reduction in fecundity of ca 5%. As we see in
figure 4, this does not keep them from slowly taking over the
configuration but, at a penalty of ca 20%, complexity class 6
remains marginal as its superior efficiency is thereby
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nullified. This imposes an equilibrium that Andersson et al.
[92,93,98] refer to as a ‘glass ceiling’, above which increased
losses in transmission are not outweighed by gains in efficiency
permitted by more complex adaptations (see also [100,101]).

The social learning rate (SLR) of agents is controlled by a
parameter in the model. Increasing this rate should increase
the number of loci learned by each agent, which should
increase the fidelity of social protocell inheritance. This, in
turn, should increase the evolutionary equilibrium level of
sociont complexity. In figure 6a we observe the equilibrium
complexity class achieved as SLR is varied, confirming that
higher values of SLR correspond to higher equilibrium cul-
tural complexity. This indicates that features improving the
capacity to engage in social learning (e.g. features pertaining
to social tolerance, communication, pedagogy, etc.) could be
adaptive by enabling more complex cultural systems that,
in turn, are directly adaptive.

To test whether the social protocell is capable in principle
of kickstarting a positive cultural evolutionary feedback pro-
cess, we now add an ‘SLR-boosting’ institution to the mix (an
apex locus with that function.) The more complex this insti-
tution becomes, the higher the SLR for those observing alleles
expressed by somebody expressing the apex locus of the SLR boos-
ter.14 Like for the carnivory institution, component traditions
have a cost (the same cost), but in this case no resources are
produced—only the effect on rates of social learning.

Figure6b tellsusthat the simulatedsocialprotocell can indeed
effect self-reinforcing cumulative coevolution between these two
institutional functions. In the BASE case, the carnivory institution
rapidly gets stuck at the level of complexity imposed by its rate of
social learning (SLR= 30), while the coevolutionary setup keeps
evolving more and more complex institutions. Since the IGUT/
carnivory institution is adaptive in itself (i.e. it returns resources),
its complexity is rapidly driven up by selection from the outset.
TheSLR-boosting institutionhasadaptive effects only in thepres-
ence of other institutions that it enables, and that yields fitness to
the agents, so it begins to increase in complexity somewhat later.
As it does, it permits the IGUT/carnivory institution to become
more complex, which, in turn, sets off their coevolution.

Increasing the SLR has two effects: (1) it increases the fitness
of the carnivory institution by reducing its transmission losses,
and, relatedly, (2) it increases the proportion of agents success-
fully performing the carnivory institution, and thereby the
averageefficiency.Thesecondeffect is likely themost immediate
sourceof fitness for theSLR-boosting institution, andonceestab-
lished on a higher level of complexity, it will also make further
complexity increases in the carnivory institutionmore adaptive.

In figure 6c,dwe see the coevolutionary ETI dynamics from
the perspectives of rates of social learning (figure 6c) and the
fidelity of sociont-level transmission via social community
splits (figure 6d). The effect of increasing the rate of social learn-
ing is that the fidelity of the sociont inheritance mechanism
increases. We may speak of it taking shape as an actual adap-
tation for evolutionary individuality on the sociont level [32].
In other words, this demonstrates that the type of entity that
we term a sociont actually does emerge in our simulated system.

Having established that the simulated social protocell can
sustain the coevolution of institutions that together boost
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their own ability to undergo evolution, we have achieved an
illustration and proof-of-principle of the potential for an ETI
as proposed by the SPH. However, such an ETI would not
get very far. The nature of the traditional components of
these institutions and their linkages would remain con-
strained by the innate psychology and cognitive capabilities
that were present at the outset, and that thereby would not
be specifically adapted for enabling complex institutions.

We will therefore finally ask whether such an innate
capacity in the agent can coevolve with the institutions in
this simulated setting. For this purpose, we create a three-com-
ponent ratchet, where the IGUT/carnivory institution ‘pays
the bill’, the SLR-boosting institution improves fidelity, and a
varying and heritable cognitive feature defines the agents’
ability to benefit from complex SLR-boosting institutions.

In figure 7 we explore two historical scenarios. Typical simu-
lated histories now become of higher interest than averages over
many histories since the runs become highly historically path-
dependent.15 We may here observe that simulated cognitive
capacity (associatedwithacost) indeed increasesunder selection,
alongwith increasingcomplexityof the SLR-boosting institution,
together enabling increasing complexity of the carnivory insti-
tution. This demonstrates the potential for coevolution between
agents and sociont (third row in figure 7). Please see supplemen-
tary material, appendix SC for an in-depth analysis of figure 7.
5. Conclusion
We have explored some of the central claims made by the SPH
using a simulation model that implements its basic proposed
mechanisms. The results indicate that the mechanisms pro-
posed by the SPH do generate the behaviour that they were
claimed to generate by Andersson & Törnberg [31] and Davi-
son et al. [32]. Our results moreover permit us to specify
those claims more precisely and identify ways forward.

The central SPH claims that we have tested may be
summarized as follows:

A. Institutions and cultural lifestyles can come to undergo
cumulative evolution even if their socially learned com-
ponents (traditions) do not. The reason is that inheritance
of institutional know-how, via the social protocell
dynamics, can be faithful even if know-how is not inher-
ited in the first place via social learning.

B. Institutions that improve and expand the set of coinciden-
tal ‘meta-evolutionary’ functions (such as heredity) that
the social protocell provides may also themselves evolve
in this way. This paves the way for a cultural ETI where
an incipient group-level unit of selection (a sociont) gains
more and more evolutionary individuality the more
evolutionary individuality it has gained.

C. Genetically inherited features of the agents (here homi-
nins) that maintain the sociont may coevolve with the
sociont into an obligate mutualistic partnership.

With regard to claim A, the SPH implies that the cultural
channels of the ‘dual-inheritance’ architecture [3,4] are actually
two hierarchically organized channels: one for ideas, via social
learning, and one for systems of such ideas, via the growing-
and-splitting dynamics of social networks in which social
learning takes place. This is significant since it has turned out
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to be hard to explain why and how early Homo would have
shifted from re-invention to faithful imitation of know-how
on the level of social learning, which is needed for know-how
on that level to undergo cumulative evolution.

The SPH suggests that cumulative evolution of ‘cultural
lifestyles’ would have come first, providing a structured
and adapted system of ideas, whose component ideas were
simple enough to be independently re-invented if motivated
and socially cued to do so. From that standpoint, the pressure
to assume a capacity for faithful social imitation in early
Homo is relieved. The alternative SPH story is a much later
origin of faithful social imitation, in already culturally struc-
tured contexts, maintained by large-brained forms of Homo,
and at a time when there is actual unequivocal evidence of
imitation taking place (approx. 0.5 Ma rather than approx.
2.5 Ma; see [16,24,27–30]). This alternative trajectory is devel-
oped as ’trajectory B’ by Andersson and Tennie in a
forthcoming article [33].

Our results buttress the claim that systems of socially
learned ideas can evolve in such a manner. Since know-how
is not copied via social learning in the model in the first
place, we may be assured that it is not faithfully copied either.
The traditions are just functions. They do not get more com-
plex, and their performance does not vary. In essence,
faithful inheritance remains just as central in our story, but it
is first solved on the social protocell level, where weaker
assumptions about prior hominin adaptations are sufficient.

Moving to claim B, we have seen that mechanisms that
improve and extend the meta-evolutionary functions provided
by the social protocell can evolve, even when they are costly
and produce only indirect benefits. Similar functions could
be aimed for example at detecting and punishing cheating in
agents and ideas that undermine the function of institutions,
or at the mechanisms and criteria governing community fis-
sion. The evolution of such ‘meta-evolutionary’ adaptations
of culture (see also e.g. [102–104]) means that the pathway
toward an ETI appears to be open in principle.

Considering claim C, we verified that also genetically
inherited traits could be added to the system that underwent
evolution in our model (figure 7). This feature, moreover,
came with a cost but no immediate benefit to the agents. It
was adaptive because it was the key to being able to benefit
from being born into the cultural context of a sociont that
relied on that capability. In principle, this was intended to
demonstrate that the pathway toward an obligate mutualistic
relation between Homo and the sociont as a cultural whole
would be open.

The reader is referred to supplementary material, appen-
dix SB for additional provisional findings that may guide the
way forward. It may in particular be added that the model
was found to be robust to the choice of criterion for commu-
nity fission. The results thereby do no hinge critically on
exactly how this criterion is chosen, which is important
since it is not fully understood what, in the end, triggers
irreversible fission events on the community level in chim-
panzees (which we use as our model species), and, in
particular, what the role of the size of the community is in
the process [85]. The essential behaviour of the model
remained, even if fission just happened randomly at a
constant rate regardless of size or any other factor. Sup-
plementary material, appendix SD furthermore contains a
discussion of the SPH in the context of some other accounts
of a human/cultural ETI represented in this issue.
It may be remarked that a simpler model could have been
preferable to a somewhat detailed agent-based model like the
one we use. For example, there is an overlap between our
model and the highly abstract stochastic corrector model of
compartmentalized replicators [65,105]. However, in the cul-
tural case, there is no established theory (corresponding to,
for example, biochemistry or genetics) to direct us in abstract-
ing the underpinning dynamics. Such a model would at this
point be hard to disentangle in terms of what its features
would correspond to empirically in the target system. How-
ever, from the standpoint of our agent-based model we are
in a better position to make more informed judgements
about how to formulate such simpler and more focused
models in the future.

Finally, let us stress again that the SPH is purely about a
cultural ETI. It is not implied, in any way, that humans have
undergone an ETI. The proposed mutualism between Homo
and sociont implies none of the signatures that would be
expected if Homo had been part of an ETI, and the absence
of such traits in Homo, therefore, does not reflect on the
SPH. For example, no particular change in genetic relatedness
between humans is predicted, nor any physiological differen-
tiation of humans to specialize in different tasks. On the
contrary, as culture became more and more powerful and
flexible, physiological specialization to serve narrowly
defined tasks (like cell types or social insect castes) could
only stand in the way of the more flexible and powerful cul-
tural process of adaptation. The SPH would predict humans
to adapt as content-neutral platforms for culture, as flexibly
open as possible for adaptive cultural differentiation, which
is also in accordance with what we see (see e.g. [106,107]).
After all, culture makes the difference between Homo sapiens
as a Middle Palaeolithic hunter and H. sapiens an astronaut
in space.
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Endnotes
1By ‘know-how’ we intend, literally, the knowledge about how to go
about achieving some desired effect (e.g. cracking nuts or tying one’s
shoelaces). This is as opposed to what we could call ‘know-what,’
‘know-when’ or ‘know-why.’ The know-how may be independently
re-invented on the basis of knowledge about what to do and motiv-
ated by knowledge of why to do it. For example, most can figure out
a process for cracking nuts if the need is perceived and then re-apply
this know-how when required. One may also study the process
implemented by somebody else, in which case the know-how is
copied. See e.g. Tennie et al. [16].
2The term Tradition is overloaded with several meanings in the litera-
ture. We use it to refer to a socially transmitted cognitive and
behavioural process that is exercised by a single agent. It is focused
on, and motivated by, some main function. ‘Cultural trait’ is another
frequently used term. Systems of complementary traditions that col-
lectively serve functions are referred to as institutions. Institutions can

https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
https://youtu.be/WLVa2Ae_vQM
https://youtu.be/GQu9ORywL7s
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be distributed socially, temporally and spatially, and gain thereby an
emergent and considerably more versatile design space.
3We use the term ‘institution’ in a sense that is similar to how it has
been used by e.g. Smaldino [36] and Richerson et al. [37] in the
cultural group selection literature.
4The literature on ‘memes’ contains a wealth of ideas about how ideas
may spread in a parasitic fashion (see e.g. [73]). To see how we must
keep inmind that traditions cannot directly benefit fromwhat they pro-
duce (e.g. they don’t eat meat) but from somehow enticing agents to
learn them. For example, a tradition that produces a more immediate
gratification for the learner and practitioner, at the cost of serving less
well in the institutional whole, could be an example.
5If socionts compete based on heritable features, becoming better at
supporting and inheriting such features will enable new types of
group-level adaptations where the competition cannot follow suit.
An evolutionary individual (unit of selection), briefly, is a unit that
undergoes evolution by natural selection as a whole.
6It may or may not entail group selection of hominins.
7This should not be interpreted as implying a perfect analogy with gen-
etics. We use it because it expediently expresses the difference between
functions (loci) and instances of realizations of that function (alleles).
8Imagine cracking nuts, for example. Once you can reliably crack the
nut, the marginal gain from using more sophisticated strategies will
be much lower.
9This step-function loss of fitness may seem dramatic. However,
several instances of institutions are typically performed each
update by a community, so fewer successful executions will result if
there is a shortage of agents equipped to perform some needed func-
tion. A persistent loss in fitness happens when exactly zero agents
possess some needed component locus and the sociont loses it.
10Only two community splits have been observed in Pan in the field
[83,85], and both have been roughly symmetric. Observing the pro-
cess by which splitting unfolds there are also social dynamical
reasons for believing that this is generally the case (see e.g. [56]).
11The equilibrium is never perfect, however, even in the absence
of innovation, due to stochasticity in spatial competition and
fluctuations in births and deaths in the communities.
12Important = contributes strongly to fitness; Generative = can be
profitably far extended; Universal = available across large contiguous
area.
13Cultural complexity as an equilibrium between selection and rates
of learning, error and selection comes as no surprise, and has been
widely researched in many forms and contexts, e.g. [15,92–99].
14So as not to sneak group features in through the back door.
15This means that individual runs vary substantially and qualitatively
so that a very large number of histories are needed to get a smooth
average. At the same time, such an average will not resemble any
actual time evolution of the system and conceal the details.
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